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ABSTRACT 

The objective ofthis paper is to outline the 
major mechanical altematives to electrical hybrid 
systems along with their advantages and 
disadvantages, 

l.INTRODUCTION 

This paperwill be looking atthe mechanical 
altematives to electrical energy storage for hybrid 
vehic1es. The main mechanical energy storage 
systems are hydraulic, pneumatic and flywheel. The 
paper will also look at their advantages and 
disadvantages compared to electrical systems. 

2.DRIVING FACTORS FORIDBRID 
VEmCLES 

There are a number of driving factors for 
improvingemissionsandfueleconomyinautomotive 
applications. They inc1ude: 

CARB ZEV (zero emission vehic1e) 
emissions regulations. 
The drive to reduce carbon dioxide 
emISSIOns. 

The drive to improve fuel economy and 
reduce operational running costs. 
Westem vulnerability to fluctuations in the 
price of oi1. 
Emissions legislation outside CARB. 

In the short tenn these can be met by improving 
engine technology but the improvements are small 
(10-15%) and the cost for more significant 
improvements is prohibitive. In the long terrn (15+ 
years) technologies such as fuel cell vehicles will 
provide forthese needs. Currently the cost ofthis 
technology is expensive and unproven in the wider 
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marketplace. Problems exist with a lack of 
infrastructure forrefuelling. Hybrid vehicles provide 
the most viable medium term solution to meetthe 
demands ofthe marketplace. 

Hybrid vehic1es have two power sources, 
usually an interna! combustion engine andan electric 
motor. They can provide improvements in fuel 
economy and emissions for a reasonable cost. The 
improvements come from a number of factors 
inc1uding more efficient use of the engine and 
regenerative braking to rec1aim sorne ofthe energy 
that would normally be lost to braking. Sorne 
systems allow the engine to be tumed off during 
engineidles which improves theoverall fuel economy 
[1]. As hybrid vehic1es still use conventional engines 
as a powersource the existingrefuelling infrastructure 
is compatible. 

3.HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS 

H ydraulic systems are the second main focus 
ofthe carmanufacturers (afterelectrical systems). 
F ord, Jaguar, Permo-Dri ve and PI techno logy are 
sorne ofthe companies working on hydraulic hybrid 
systems. 

In a hydraulic system, energy is sto red in a 
hydraulic accumulatorusing high pressure fluid. A 
hydraulic accumulator is a reservoir ofhydraulic 
fluid which can store a variable volume offluid at 
high pressure. Hydraulic motors and pumps replace 
the electrical motors and generators. Hydraulic 
technologyis well established in otherapplications 
(such as mechanical diggers). The focus of current 
research is howto adaptand improve the technology 
for automotive applications. 



The following components are added: 
Hydraulicaccumulator 
H ydraulic pump/motor 
H ydraulic pump (series on l y) 
Hydrauliccontrol servos 

The following components are deleted: 
Startermotor 
Starterring 
Large battery (replaced by smallerunit) 
Heavy duty electrical cables (replaced with 
lowerdutycables) 
Gearbox (series only) 

Fig. / Series hydraulic hybrid schematic 

Fig.2 ParaUe! hydraulic hybrid schematic 

The efficiency ofthe system is a combination 
ofthe accumulator efficiency and the pump/motor 
efficiencies. Energy is lostfrom the accumulator as 
heat. To reduce this the accumulator needs to be 
insulated, often elastorneric foarn is used. With a 
basic system a single motoris used. Moreadvanced 
systems use multiple motors to improve the 
efficiency. 

Hydraulic systems have the following 
advantages cornpared to electrical systems: 

Less expensive 
Accumulator life is betterthan battery life. 
The efficiency, power density and energy 
density are less affected by use. 
Better energy storage efficiency. Well 
insulatedaccumulators canhaveefficiencies 
above95%. 
Better energy and power densities than 
electrical systems. 
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Hydraulic systems have the following 
disadvantages compared to el ectri cal systems: 

Therearesomeminorsafetyconcemswith 
regard to ensuring a safe failure mode, for 
the hydraulic accumulator, during a crash. 
Does not qualify forCARB ZEV credits . 

4.PNEUMA TICSYSTEMS 

Research into pneumatic hybrid systems is 
relatively new and it is the technology thathas been 
least developed by the main car manufacturers. 
One ofthereasons forthis is thatmostofthe systems 
require a fully variable valvetrain. As the cost of 
these systems reduce wi th time/mass production the 
pneumatic systems will become more and more 
viable. 

Pneumatic systems store energy in the form 
of compressed air. Two types of systern can be 
used. The first operates in a similarwayto hydraulic 
systerns but instead ofhydraulic pumps and motors, 
pneurnatic compressors and pumps are used. There 
is little research into usingthese for hybrid systems 
due to theirpoor efficiency and bulk compared to 
hydraulic systems. 

The second system uses a modified internal 
combustion engine as the pump/motor. An air 
storage tank is connected, through an additional 
valve,directlytothecylinderortbroughaswitching 
airintakesystem. Themajorityofsysternshavefully 
variable electro-hydraulic valvetrains. Thevalves 
mustbeabletoopen/closewithsufficientspeedand 
be able to work with the high forces created bythe 
pressurised system. 

The air is stored in a large tank. The tank can 
be insulated or filled with elastomeric foam to 
reduce the energy lost as heat. Sorne systems flow 
exhaust gas around the air tank to control the 
pressure and temperature ofthe gas in the tank. 1 f 
the air is too hot it can cause detonation when the 
engine is operating in modes using the compres sed 
air during a combustion cycle. Figure 3 shows a 
schematic of a pneumatic system. 

The following components are added: 
Airtank and piping . 
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Electro-hydraulic valve system. 

The following components are deleted: 
Startermotor. 
Starterring. 
Camsystem. 
Large battery (replaced bysmallerunit). 
Heavy duty electrical cables (replaced with 
lower duty cables). 

Fig.3 Pneumatic hybrid schematic 

The engine canoperate in anumberofmodes: 
Conventionalrunning. 
Airpumpmode/Compression braking. 
Airmotormode. 
Airpower assistmode. 
Supercharged. 
Undercharged. 

With electro-hydraulic valves the engine can 
operate aH the modes as two or four stroke cycles. 

The pneumatic systemlelectro-hydraulic 
valves also allowthe following functions: mixed 
modes, cylinderdeactivation, secondaryairinjection 
andinternalEGR. Pneumatic systems benefit from 
the same advantages due to startermotor deletion 
as hydraulic systems. 

4.1.Conventional Running 

Whenrunningconventionallytheengineruns 
exactly as it would in a normal vehicle. The 
introduction of a carnless valvetrain increases the 
performance, fuel economyandemissionscompared 
to a conventional engine with a cam driven system 
[1]. The fullyvariable valves aHowthe engine to 
operate in two or four stroke modes, deactivate 
cylinders andreduce the pumping losses. 

4.2.Air Pump 
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When the vehicle is braking, the engine is 
operated in a compression braking mode. The 
engineproduces anegative torque by cornpressing 
the air and storing it in the airtank. Airis drawn into 
the cylinderfrom the atmosphere, compressed and 
exhausted to the airtank. Depending on the torque 
required the engine can be run in both four and two 
strokemodes. Nofuelisinjectedwhileoperatingin 
airpumpmode. 

4.3.Air Motor 

When operating in air motor mode 
compressedairfrom the airtank is introduced into 
the cylinderprovided the drivingtorque. The air is 
exhaustedintotheairintakeortheexhaustdepending 
on the specific designo No fuel is injected when 
operating in airmotorrnode. The air motor mode 
cannot provide as much power as air assist mode 
[3]. 

4.4.Air Power Assist 

With the airpower assistrnode (four stroke) 
the engineruns with a positive pumping loopwhich 
provides sorne ofthe power. The air is added from 
the tankand exhausted (when cornbusted) into the 
exhaust system. Ifthe systemhas a valve directly 
into the cylinder then a direct injection system is 
needed. 

4.5.Supercharged 

When shortperiods ofhighpower are required 
during conventional operation the engine can be 
supercharged by addinghigh pressure airduringthe 
induction part of the cycle. This has the same 
benefits as conventional supercharging butwithout 
theneed for additional components orpower losses. 
It is limited to shortperiods of operation only due to 
the limited amount of compressed air stored. By 
adding the air later the pumping los ses can be 
reduced [4]. 

4.6.Undercharged 

When operating at part load during 
conventional operation the underchargedmode can 
be used. When operating in undercharged mode 



some ofthe aircompressed priorto combustion is 
di verted into the air tank. 

Pneumatic systems have the following 
advantages compared to electrical systems: 

The emissions and fuel economy are 
improved during convenrional running due 
to the variable cam system. [1] 
The engine size can be reduced as the 
supercharged, air power assist and two 
stroke modes produce more power. This 
enables lighter, cheaper and more efficient 
engines to be used. 
No additional propulsion source needed 
[1] 
Pneumatic systems are the simplest and 
lightest ofthe hybrid systems [1 ,5 ,6] . 
Pneumatic systems are cheaper than 
electrical systems. They are the cheapest of 
all thehybridsolutionsand, ifthevehiclehas 
an existing variable valve system, they can 
actually be cheaperthan the original vehicle 
(due to starter motor delerion) . 
Better energy and power densities than 
electrical systerns. 

Pneumatic systems have the following 
disadvantages compared to electrical systems: 

Ifairis sentdown theexhaustsystem, itwill 
haveanegativeimpactontheemissionsdue 
to catalyst cooling. In addition to this the 
catalystwill beoxygenrich, which will have 
anegativeimpactonNOx,butwillimprove 
hydrocarbon emissions when the engine 
returns to conventional running. 
There could be problems with robustness 
of switchingvalves in the high temperature/ 
corrosive environment ofthe exhaust [1]. 
There must be sufficient force forthe valve 
to hold closed while the system is 
pressurised [5]. 
Electro-hydraulicvalve systems have higher 
energy consumption than a conventional 
cam system but the overall benefits ofthe 
system outweigh this. 
There are sorne safety concems, regarding 
the venting ofthe compressed air, in the 
event of a crash . 
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A large volume ai rtank is needed to sto re 
theenergy. 
Pneumatic systerns have poor energy 
density and control [5]. 
The durability ofthe engine beingused as a 
pump needs to be proved [6] 
Does not qualify forCARB ZEV credits. 

5.FL YWHEELSYSTEMS 

Flywheel systems wereamain areaofresearch 
in the 1970s by companies such as Leyland trucks 
and buses. For a number of commercial and 
technological reasons fiywheel systerns were never 
fully introduced at this time. Developments in 
control rnethodology andmaterials technologyrnean 
that fiywheel systerns are once again viable hybrid 
oprions. The US departrnent of defence and science 
applications intemational corporation are sorne of 
the cornpanies currentlyworking on fiywheel hybrid 
systems. 

In a flywheel system energy is stored in a 
rotating flywheel. The majority of current work in 
this area focuses on composite flywheels, as part of 
electrical devices. Flywheels can also be used in a 
purelymechanical system, usingCVT (continuously 
variable transmission) or JVT (infinitely variable 
transrnission) transrnissions. 

Figures 4 and 5 show typical flywheel hybrid 
schemarics. 

Fig.4 Series fiywheel hybrid schematic 

The following components are added: 
Flywheel. 
Bearing. 
Vacuum pump. 
Flywheel casing. 
CVT/JVT. 

The following components are deleted: 
Gearbox (series only). 
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F or maximum efficiency the flywheel needs 
to operate in a vacuum chamber. The overall 
efficiency ofthe system is limited by the CVT!TVT 
efficiencies. 

Fig. 5 ParaUel jlywheel hybrid schemafic 

Pure flywheel systems have the following 
advantages compared to electricaI systems: 

Less expensive 
Flywheellife is better than battery life. The 
efficiency, powerdensity and energydensity 
are less affected by use. 
Betterenergy storageefficiency. Efficiencies 
aboye 98% can be achieved. 
CVTIIVT have better efficiencies than 
electrical generators/motors. 
Better energy and power densities than 
electrical systerns. 

Pure flywheel systems have the following 
disadvantages compared to electrical systems: 

Energy dissipates between trips. 
Starter motor deletion is notpossible. 
There are safety concems with regard to 
ensuringasafefailuremode, fortheflywheel, 
duringacrash/failure. 
DoesnotqualityforCARB ZEV credits. 

6.CONCLUSIONS 

Hybridsarethemediurnterrnsolutiontomeet 
the legislative and commercial needs in the 
marketplace. Mechanical systems are not as 
developed as electrical systems and do not quality 
for CARB ZEV credits but they offer cost weight 
and efficiency benefits compared to electrical 
systems. 
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